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Numerical simulations in process engineering become more and more to a powerful tool in process opti-
misation and for improvement of process understanding. For multiphase flows, like fluidised bed granu-
lation as a three phase system, the dynamics can be described by the coupled approach between the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) for the solid and liquid phase with Computation Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) for the gas phase. A key challenge in this simulation approach is given by the huge number of single
particles in the original system. In order to run a three-phase top-spray fluidised bed by the coupled
DEM-CFD in reasonable time scales, a scaling approach based on similarity models has been applied.
Within the top-spray fluidised bed particle and droplet motions are investigated in a two-
compartment approach, considering a spray and a drying zone. It can be shown that different particle
crossing lengths and particle velocities through the spray zone lead to a particle residence time distribu-
tion with crucial impact on particle wetting and thus growth behaviour. In addition top-sprayed droplets
are respected to obtain droplet existing time distributions and therefrom overspray ratios. Concluding
from the results different particle wetting procedures in the spray zone are identified and discussed.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fluidised beds are a common technology in food, chemical and
pharmaceutical manufacturing to produce granules from powder
raw materials to improve powder properties for e.g. dosing, trans-
portation and compressibility. In industrial applications different
fluidised bed technologies can be differentiated according to the
location of spray nozzle (top-spray, bottom-spray, Wurster, etc.)
with each single technology having its advantages in certain
granulation processes. Top-spray is commonly applied for
agglomeration and layering of fine powders, Wurster for particle
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Nomenclature

Fpp inter-particle force [N]
Fc contact force [N]
Fd drag force [N]
D distribution function [–]
g gravitational constant ½m s�2�
i; j indices [–]
J moment of inertia ½kg m2�
m mass [kg]
Np particle number [–]
Ns number sample points [–]
p pressure [Pa]
r radius [m]
Sp sink term ½N m�3�

u particle velocity ½m s�1�
T torque [N m]
v gas velocity ½m s�1�
t time [s]
V volume ½m3�
Vcell cell volume ½m3�
bm inter-phase momentum transfer coeff. ½kg m�3 s�
� bed porosity [–]
�p particle volume fraction [–]
qg gas density ½kg m�3�
sg stress tensor of the gas phase [Pa]
x angular velocity ½rad s�1�
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coating or layering and bottom-spray can be used for both types of
granulation.

In the top-spray configuration the spray nozzle is positioned in
the upper part of the fluidised bed spraying liquid counter-
currently to the fluidisation gas flow. Wetting of the fluidised
powder occurs close to the spray nozzle. In all other areas of the
fluidised bed drying takes place. The characteristic sub-processes
of wetting and drying led to a process separation into two com-
partments, a spray zone and a drying zone. This process separation
was first introduced by Sherony (1981) and Wnukowski (1989),
and has been further investigated and applied in recent years,
especially in the description of granulation processes by popula-
tion balance models (Hoffmann et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012;
Hussain et al., 2014; Chaudhury et al., 2015).

Due to the counter-current and turbulent flow condition around
the spray nozzle in the top-spray fluidised bed, the description of
wetting and particle growth mechanisms is relatively complex.
Particle wetting mainly depends on the fluidisation conditions
and, thus, on the particle motion through the spray zone, on the
relative velocity between droplets and particles as well as on the
spatial distribution of particles in the freeboard domain. In order
to define compartments, an earlier work has already described
(Börner et al., 2011) the demarcation of a spray zone for different
fluidised bed technologies. The spray zone demarcation describes
the spatial domain in which active droplets occur, that can collide
with fluidised particles, finally leading to a successful wetting
event.

Spray zone dimensions in the top-spray fluidised bed were
derived from high granular temperatures close to the tip of the
spray nozzle, measured by Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in a
pseudo 2-D fluidised bed. Turchiuli et al. (2011) obtained spray
zone dimensions by temperature and humidity profiles in a top-
spray fluidised bed. Later, spray zone dimensions have also been
determined by measurements of the spatial existence of droplets
in a cylindrical top-spray fluidised bed, utilising a conductivity
probe (Börner et al., 2014).

The particle residence time distribution in the spray zone,
which is the interaction time of particles with active droplets, is
a key influence on the wetting distribution and consequently for
particle growth in granulation. Since those process variables are
difficult to measure, an alternative can be a multiphase process
simulation by a coupled DEM-CFD approach.

Computational investigations for laboratory-scale fluidised bed
granulators have already been presented by different authors (Fries
et al., 2011, 2013; Li et al., 2015). The solids are considered by the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) and the fluid by Computation
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). However, solid materials in production-
scale fluidised beds usually consist of billions of single particles.
These extreme particle numbers require huge computational work
in the DEM to resolve the interactions between the solid particles,
usually at time steps of ca. 10�6 s.

Such large particle numbers therefore still present a challenge
in simulation of process behaviour on reasonable time scales, as
required for instance, for design and troubleshooting of processes.
A reduction of simulation times can either be achieved by a
reduction of computed particle interactions (Mio et al., 2009) or
by computer hardware improvements (Radeke et al., 2010). These
techniques show great promise, but are still not sufficient to sim-
ulate extreme particle numbers in production-scale systems.

Alternatively, the number of particles can be reduced, for
instance by increasing the particle size. In the consequence this
also changes the process dynamics. In gas-solid systems, the
increase of particle size tremendously affects the drag force on
the particles in the fluid flow. That makes linear scaling not appli-
cable. A possible scaling method has been proposed by coarse grain
models (Sakai and Koshizuka, 2009; Sakai et al., 2014). In these
models a group of fine particles is considered as a single particle.
The drag model and the contact forces are adapted according to
the scaled particle size. Washino et al. (2007) have presented a par-
ticle scaling based on similarity models. In their approach they
selected dimensionless parameters derived from governing equa-
tions of the fluid and particles are kept constant. Those models
account for different hydrodynamic behaviour of scaled particles
in a fluid flow, however, they can only be applied to gas-solid sys-
tems, where the fluid force is dominant compared to energy dissi-
pation during inter-particle collisions, an appropriate assumption
in fluidised beds. The contact model, in which the contact stiffness
is dependent on the particle size (Thakur et al., 2016) is not consid-
ered in this scaling approach. A disadvantage of particle scaling is
that increased particle sizes always come along with reduced spa-
tial resolution of particle distributions and dynamics.

Within the frame of performed simulations of fluidised bed
granulation the spray of liquid has been considered. Such consider-
ations in DEM simulations have been previously shown by Suzzi
et al. (2012) for tablet coating and in DEM-CFD simulations by
Fries et al. (2011). Both introduced a liquid containing spray
domain. Particles or tablets passing this domain gain a certain
amount of liquid. Single droplets have not been accounted for. A
consideration of sprayed droplet elements will add a second dis-
crete phase to the simulation approach. Droplets are in a lower
scale to the discrete particle elements. Since huge numbers of
sprayed droplets are presented in a conventional spray process,
such simulation approach become computationally very expensive.
Sutkar et al. (2016) have presented this three-phase approach of



Fig. 1. DEM-CFD simulation domain of the top-spray fluidised bed.
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gas, droplet and particle flow for a 2-D sprout fluidised bed with
draft plates. By applying the scaling approach to the discrete ele-
ments in the presentedwork a cylindrical laboratory-scale fluidised
bed has been simulated applying typical granulation conditions.

Based on a previous experimental work (Börner et al., 2014), the
scope of this study was to extend the findings of mean particle res-
idence times within a two-compartment approach to obtain resi-
dence time distributions of particles and existing time
distributions of droplets in a three-phase top-spray fluidised bed.
The focus is particularly on the spray zone to improve the under-
standing of particle wetting and growth mechanism within the
top-spray configuration. A simple collision model for droplet has
been introduced to study droplet-particle wetting events and dis-
tribution of wet particles in the bed.
Fig. 2. Simplified principle of DEM-CFD simulations.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Top-spray fluidised bed

The geometry of an experimentally investigated top-spray flu-
idised bed in a previous work (Börner et al., 2014) has been used
within the frame of this simulation study. The fluidised bed is of
cylindrical shape having an inner diameter of 300 mm and a height
of 500 mm. The top-spray nozzle has been adjusted in a height of
320 mm above the gas distributor. The two-component nozzle
(Schlick 970-S8) has been simplified in the simulations by a circu-
lar gas outlet of 2 mm and a cylindrical nozzle body. Fig. 1 shows
the different process domains in the fluidised bed. The simulated
particle material are c-Al2O3 spheres of Geldart class D. The
spheres have a mean particle size of dp ¼ 1:8 mm and a density
of qp ¼ 1040 kg=m3. The minimum fluidisation velocity has been
determined at uumf ¼ 0:56 m=s according to the equation of Kunii
and Levenspiel (1991).

2.2. DEM-CFD simulation

2.2.1. Models
The fluidised bed has been simulated in an Eulerian coupling

between the DEM and the CFD. The DEM follows the Lagrangian
approach of discrete elements moving within a certain domain;
its theory goes back to Cundall and Strack (1979). The motion of
each particle i in the process chamber is described by Newton’s
second law of motion:

mi
dvi

dt
¼ Virpþ Vibm

�p
u� vð Þ þmigþ Fc;i: ð1Þ

The forces acting on each particle have been modelled accord-
ing to Deen et al. (2007), including all fluid forces. The forces are
the pressure gradient of the fluid, the drag force, the gravitational
force, the contact forces between all contact partners. Contact-less
interparticle forces like electrostatic forces have been neglected.
The drag force has been determined according to Di Felice
(1994). Besides translational motion, the angular momentum
needs to be considered:

Ji
dxi

dt
¼ Ti ð2Þ

with Ji ¼ 5
2mir2i for spherical particles. In order to consider the inter-

particle interaction and between particles and apparatus walls, the
Hertz-Mindlin contact model (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953) has
been used. To consider the droplets, modelled as discrete particles
in the DEM, the contact model has been extended: In the droplet
contact model it is assumed that every droplet particle that collides
with the wall or with another particle will be deposited on the sur-
face or wall. After the collision event the droplet particle is deleted.
Droplet particles leaving the simulation domain, e.g. by elutriation,
are deleted as well. All collision events of each particle are stored in
a counter variable, to distinguish between particle-particle,
particle-wall and particle-droplet collisions. From the counter vari-
ables, the number of all collided or deposited droplets can be deter-
mined then.

For the gas phase the discretized, volume-averaged Navier-
Stokes equation

@

@t
�qgv

� �
þr �qgvv

� �
¼ ��rpþr �sg

� �þ �qgg� Sp: ð3Þ



Table 1
Settings in the DEM-CFD simulations. The particle properties are for the test material
c-Al2O3 as reported in Antonyuk et al. (2010).

Parameter Setting Unit

CFD time step tCFD 2 � 10�4 [s]

DEM time step tDEM 1 � 10�6 [s]

Shear modulus G 5:8 � 108 ½N m�2�
Poisson’s ratio m 0.25 [–]
Coeff. of restitution part.-part. en 0.735 [–]
Coeff. of restitution part.-wall ewn 0.735 [–]
Friction coeff. part.-part. l 0.3 [–]
Friction coeff. part.-wall lw 0.3 [–]
Rolling friction part.-part. lr 0.01 [–]
Rolling friction part.-wall lw

r 0.01 [–]
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has been solved in each volume element of the CFD mesh by a finite
volume method. Besides mass conservation, the conservation of
momentum needs to be fulfilled:

@

@t
�qg

� �
þr �qgv

� �
¼ 0 ð4Þ

The turbulence of the incompressible fluid flow has been
accounted for by the k-��model.

Fig. 2 schematically shows the DEM-CFD coupling approach
between the CFD and DEM. The rectangular grid illustrates the
CFDmesh of the fluid domain. Discrete elements moving and inter-
acting with each other in this fluid domain with permanent force
and energy exchange between both considered phases. The dis-
crete elements are treated as obstacles in the fluid domain. To
obtain the occupation of discrete elements per CFD mesh cell, each
mesh cell is scanned by sample points Ns to determine the accord-
ing solid volume fraction:

�p ¼
Ns
Np

PNp

i¼1Vi

Vcell
ð5Þ

To realise the consideration of the discrete elements (particles,
droplets) in the fluid flow, a sink term Sp has been introduced in
each mesh cell in the CFD:

Sp ¼ 1
Vcell

Z
Vcell

XNp

i¼0

Vibm

�p
ðv � uiÞD r� rið ÞdV : ð6Þ

The DEM-CFD simulations have been performed using the cou-
pling module between the DEM software package EDEM 2.3.1 and
the CFD software Ansys Fluent 12.1.16. Table 1 summarizes all rel-
evant settings in the DEM and CFD.

2.2.2. Validation of DEM-CFD simulation
The DEM-CFD models, previously presented in Section 2.2.1,

needs to be validated against an experimental setup. Since
three-dimensional cylindrical fluidised beds are very hard to anal-
yse by measurements due to opacity of the multiphase flow, the
flat pseudo-2D fluidised bed introduced in the previous work
(Börner et al., 2014) has been used for validation here. The previ-
ous work further dealt with an experimental comparison between
a flat and a cylindrical fluidised bed to confirm general applicabil-
ity of such simplified geometry. It was shown that the flat flu-
idised bed can predict particle motions sufficiently. So, the
considered flat fluidised bed can be seen as a centred cross sec-
tion through the cylindrical fluidised bed. The flat fluidised bed
has corresponding dimensions, having a width of 300 mm, a
height of 500 mm and a bed depth of 20 mm. In the frame of val-
idation, the spray nozzle is removed to concentrate on a bubbling
fluidised bed filled with c-Al2O3 particles. Digital Image Analysis
(DIA) for the determination of the solid volume fraction �p and
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) for the particle velocity v have
been applied. The size of the flat fluidised bed allows direct
DEM-CFD simulation with the real total particle number of
approximately 165.000 alumina spheres, having a initial fixed
bed height of 150 mm. For qualitative comparison of particle
motion, Fig. 3 shows snapshots obtained from an experiment
and a DEM-CFD simulation with identical particle size at a parti-
cle fluidisation velocity of u ¼ 2 � umf .

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the time-averaged norm of the
particle velocity and the solid volume fraction at bed heights of
100;200 and 300 mm obtained in the experimental flat fluidised
bed and in the corresponding DEM-CFD simulation. The profiles
of the experiments with simulations show the same trend but pos-
sess a certain offset. The fluctuation in profiles from the simula-
tions can be traced back to the simulation of only 5 s, being
computationally expensive and time consuming. Other reasons
are wall influence on particle motions in the measurements and
non-modelled particle interactions, like electrostatic charging,
adhesion or van der Waals forces in the contact model. However,
dynamics and fluidisation behaviour of the particles can be suffi-
ciently reproduced by the proposed DEM-CFD approach.

2.3. Similarity model

2.3.1. Scaling approach
As was mentioned earlier, the total numbers of particles and

droplets have huge influence on the computational load, as for
each particle or droplet the translational motion and rotation have
to be calculated, and possible collision events need to be detected
and resolved. The computational load of handling collisions scales
roughly quadratically with the total number of particles and dro-
plets. In order to decrease the computational load, total numbers
need to be reduced while maintaining the process dynamics. One
approach is scaling based on similarity models, where selected
dimensionless numbers are kept constant across system scales
according to the theory of similarity in fluid mechanics. This kind
of similarity model has been applied by Link et al. (2009). They
compared scale deviating experiments with results of DEM-CFD
simulations. The idea of this approach has been followed within
this work. This approach deviates from Wahino’s similarity model.
For scaling they used three dimensionless parameters (normalized
acceleration of gravity, normalized particle density and Reynolds
number) derived from the governing equations. Similarity condi-
tions for particle diameter, superficial gas velocity, gas viscosity,
gas density and particle density have been obtained. As a particu-
larity the particle diameter scales linearly.

The target in applying similarity models is to significantly
reduce computation time. However, in the scaling it is absolutely
important not to change any flow behaviour. In the here proposed
similarity model the conservation of mass as well as three dimen-
sionless number has been applied. In order to consider the buoy-
ancy of particles in the gas flow the Archimedes number Ar has
been taken into account. The Ar number describes the ratio
between the gravity and the friction force:

Ar ¼ gd3
pðqp � qgÞ
m2gqg

: ð7Þ

The Reynolds number Re respects the inertia force on the vis-
cous force of the fluid:

Re ¼ dpu
mg

: ð8Þ

The drag force of particles referred on the friction force,
described by the Stokes number St,

St ¼ Fd

mgqgdpu
; ð9Þ



Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of (a) an image of fluidised alumina spheres in the flat fluidised bed with (b) an image of the DEM-CFD simulation with identical particle
number at u ¼ 2 � umf .
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remains constant as well. Fd has been determined by the drag force
correlation of Di Felice (1994), the same correlation as in the DEM-
CFD coupling approach.

The scaling factor ks describes the ratio of the reduced particle
number Np;2 in the simulation to the number of particles in the
original system Np by

ks ¼ Np;2

Np
: ð10Þ

Applying mass, Ar and Re number conservation
ðMbed;1 ¼ Mbed;2;Ar1 ¼ Ar2 and Re1 ¼ Re2Þ system properties need
to be modified to fulfil the conditions. Since three equations are
considered for scaling, three parameters for the fluid and the par-
ticles, all three contained in Mbed, Ar and Re number referred to as
similarity conditions, have been selected and adapted. These
parameters comprise the particle diameter dp, the particle density
qp and the gas viscosity mg . The conservation of St number has been
used later to confirm equal flow conditions in the fluidised bed.

The scaled particle diameter dp;2 for reduced particle numbers
can be determined from the mass conservation:

dp;2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6mbed

pqp;2Np;2

3

s
: ð11Þ

The bed mass mbed is the sum of all single particle masses:

mbed ¼ Npqp
p
6
d3
p: ð12Þ

The scaled particle density qp;2 results from the conservation of
Ar number:

qp;2 ¼ d3
p

d3
p;2

m2g;2
m2g

ðqp � qgÞ þ qg : ð13Þ

The scaled gas viscosity mg;2 is determined from the conservation of
Re number:

mg;2 ¼ dp;2

dp
mg : ð14Þ

Inserting Eq. (14) in Eq. (13), Eq. (13) simplifies to:
qp;2 ¼ dp

dp;2
ðqp � qgÞ þ qg : ð15Þ

Fig. 5 shows the scaled particle diameter and the particle den-
sity for reduced particle numbers. In Fig. 6 the gas viscosity for
reduced particle numbers are presented.

In the cylindrical fluidised bed with an initial fixed bed height of
150 mm a total number of 2.084 million c-Al2O3 particles are con-
tained. To enable the simulation a scaling down by factor �21, i.e.
ks � 1=21, has been performed. Finally, 100,000 particles have
been considered inside the fluidised bed. Besides the alumina
spheres, liquid droplets in the spray have been assumed to be dis-
crete particles as well considering a three-phase system consisting
of a gas, liquid and solid phase. A liquid spray rate of 0:236 l=h is
set in the simulation. Since the discrete particles are scaled in size,
the droplets need to be scaled, too. The mean droplet size produced
by the Schlick spray nozzle has been used as initial droplet size dd;1.
The scaling of the droplet size is dependent on the scaling of par-
ticles interlinked by the gas viscosity

dd;2 ¼ dd;1
mg;2
mg;1

: ð16Þ

The scaled droplet density results by the constant droplet Archi-
medes number Ard with

qd;2 ¼ Ard
m2g;2qg

d3
d;2g

þ qg : ð17Þ

Finally, a droplet creation rate of 1 million droplets per second
have been considered in the simulation. All applied parameters in
the simulation are shown in Table 2.

2.3.2. Validation of similarity model
As an extension to the validation of the DEM-CFD simulation

approach, the validity of the similarity model has been proven by
simulating two reduced particle numbers in the flat fluidised
bed. All settings are the same as described in Section 2.2.2. The par-
ticle number has been scaled from originally 165,000 particles
down to 100,000 and 40,000 particles. Fig. 7 shows the time-
averaged solid volume fraction distribution after a total simulation
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Table 2
Particle and droplet parameter in the DEM-CFD simulations of the fluidised bed
applying the scaling approach.

Parameter Origin Scaled Unit

Particle number Np 2,084,000 100,000 [–]
Scaling factor ks 1 0.048 [–]
Particle diameter dp 0.0018 0.00648 [m]
Particle density qp 1040 289 ½kg m�3�
Gas viscosity mg 1:79 � 10�5 4:92 � 10�5 ½m2 s�1�
Droplet rate Nd 2:37 � 106 1 � 106 ½s�1�
Mean droplet size dd;1 3:75 � 10�5 10 � 10�5 [m]

Water density ql 1000 364 ½kg m�3�

Fig. 8. Spray zone subgeometry in the top-spray fluidised bed for both fluidisation
velocities. The numbers in brackets are the characteristic spray zone length in
millimeter. The first number corresponds to u ¼ 2 � umf and the second to
u ¼ 3 � umf .
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time of 5 s. While scaling down particle number, the particle size
increases and, thus, the local resolution of particle distribution
decreases. However, the distribution pattern of solid volume frac-
tion and the bed expansion remain the same. In Table 3 the mean
solid volume fraction, the bed height and the mean particle veloc-
ity are listed to assess the similarity approach. The means solid vol-
ume fraction and the bed height almost stay constant. It becomes
obvious that the mean particle velocity slightly drops at a lower
particle number. With increasing particle size the particle contact
area with the wall becomes larger. Wall friction becomes dominant
being one of the critically discussed drawback of the flat fluidised
bed which has now a negative impact on the particle dynamics.
Despite of this effect, the proposed similarity model shows applica-
bility to enable an effective reduction of particle number and thus a
significant reduction of simulation time.
3. Results

Within the frame of the numerical simulation study two differ-
ent superficial gas velocities at a constant nozzle liquid mass flow
rate have been investigated for the top-spray fluidised bed. The
superficial gas velocities of 2 � umf and 3 � umf have been chosen. In
the context of granulation in the fluidised bed process a two com-
partment approach is applied dividing the system into a spray
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Validation of the similarity model for three different particle numbers (165,000, 100,000

Parameter 165,000

Scaling factor kc 1
Mean solid volume fraction �p 0.168

Bed height h 0.112
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and a drying zone. The demarcation of the spray zone has been
taken over from the experimental determinations of Börner et al.
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same nozzle gas flow rate of _Mg ¼ 3:6 kg=h and the nozzle height
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Fig. 9. Particle residence time distribution q0;s in the spray zone for superficial gas
velocities u ¼ 2 � umf and u ¼ 3 � umf .
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Fig. 10. Particle crossing length distribution q0;s through the spray zone for
superficial gas velocities u ¼ 2 � umf and u ¼ 3 � umf .
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tion of the inflection point and the end of spray zone. The simplified
spray zone, which is illustrated in Fig. 8, has been implemented as a
sub-geometry into the DEM simulation framework.

In the DEM all temporal and spatial particle information can be
accessed. Time and location of particles entering and leaving the
spray zone sub-geometry have been recorded in the simulation.
The time difference between entering and leaving describes the
particle residence time sa in the spray zone. For all crossing parti-
cles in the total simulation time of 15 s, the particle residence time
distribution has been obtained, presented as number density dis-
tribution in Fig. 9 for both investigated fluidisation velocities.

Particles stay in between 0 and 0.25 s in the spray zone, on aver-
age 0.052 s for u ¼ 2 � umf and 0.04 s for u ¼ 3 � umf . Thus, the parti-
cle residence time depends on the fluidisation velocity. The
fluidisation velocity determines the particle velocities and the spa-
tial particle distribution in the entire zone. Basically, an increase of
fluidisation velocity reduces the mean residence time in the spray
zone. The obtained skewed distribution of particle residence time
q0;a can be well described by a Weibull distribution:
q0;aðsaÞ ¼ ba�bsb�1
a � e �sa=að Þb : ð18Þ

The estimated Weibull parameters a and b are listed for both
fluidisation velocities in Table 4.

Besides the particle residence time distribution, a particle cross-
ing length distribution has been determined from the two particle
locations of entering and leaving the spray zone. The crossing
length as number density distribution is shown in Fig. 10. This dis-
Table 4
Distributed particle dynamics in the spray zone obtained in the DEM-CFD s

Parameter

Mean particle residence time in the spray zone sa
Max. particle residence time in the spray zone sa;max

Re-circulation time sre
Total particle passes Na

Mean solid volume fraction in the spray zone a

Mean crossing length �la
Max. crossing length la;max

Mean particle velocity in the spray zone �va
Max. particle velocity in the spray zone va;max

Mean particle velocity in the fluidised bed v1�a
Weibull-parameters a; b
tribution highlights that some particles cross the entire spray zone
from the top to the bottom, some of them only cross from one side
to the other one and some particles only touch the outer spray
zone border. Contrary to the residence time, the crossing length
is less affected by the fluidisation velocity. Most of all the fluidisa-
tion velocity determines the particle velocity and only to a lesser
extent the particle flow pattern through the spray zone. Larger flu-
idisation velocity increases the bed porosity and thereby the bed
height and the number of particles with longer crossing paths.
The maximum particle crossing length increases from 75% of the
spray zone length at u ¼ 2 � umf to 87% at u ¼ 3 � umf . This basically
corresponds to almost the entire spray zone length having larger
exchange opportunities with sprayed droplets. Particles with very
short crossing length have only few chances to come into contact
with droplets.

From the DEM-CFD simulation further particle statistics are
obtained, listed in Table 4, including the re-circulation times,
which is the summation of the particle residence time in the spray
zone sa and in the drying zone s1�a, the solid volume fractions �p,
the mean particle velocities v and the mean crossing lengths la.
These statistics confirm the findings that increased particle
dynamics at larger gas velocities speed-up the re-circulation beha-
viour and shortens particle residence times and crossing lengths.

Besides the simulation of discrete particles at u ¼ 2 � umf and
M ¼ 3:6 kg=h discrete droplets have been created in a small virtual
volume below the gas outlet of the top-spray nozzle. After the dro-
plet creation the droplets strictly follow the expanding nozzle gas
imulations.

u ¼ 2 � umf u ¼ 3 � umf

0.0524 s 0.0404 s
0.227 s 0.208 s
58.5 s 51.1 s
1707 s�1 1957 s�1

8:9 � 10�4 8 � 10�4

0.0307 m 0.0317 m
0.122 m 0.122 m
0.781 m s�1 0.778 m s�1

6.86 m s�1 4.65 m s�1

0.426 m s�1 0.639 m s�1

a ¼ 0:09; b ¼ 2:05 a ¼ 0:077; b ¼ 2:09



Fig. 11. Evolution of wet particle distribution in the fluidised bed. Gray particles are dry, red particles are wetted, collided with droplets and yellow particles are sprayed,
discrete droplets illustrated as streamlines to make them visually observable. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Cumulative number distribution Q0 of droplet existing time to derive the
ratio of overspray for superficial gas velocity u ¼ 2 � umf at two different particle
numbers. With the lower number of particles a high gap between particles and
spray nozzle is considered.
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flow down into the fluidised particle bed. In the particle bed the
droplets either collide with particles, leading to a successful wet-
ting event at any time, or are discharged as overspray by a turning
and deflected nozzle gas flow. Since all particle wetting events are
recorded by counter variables, the wetting distribution in the
fluidised bed can be visualised. Fig. 11 shows the wetted fluidised
bed at different time steps. When a droplet collides with a particle,
the particle changes its colour from grey to red. Starting with a
completely grey particle bed the wetted, red particles in the top
domains quickly move to the bottom of the fluidised bed and
mix with the other dry particles. The mixing process is dominated
by raising gas bubbles that induce the particle motion. The discrete
droplets in Fig. 11 are illustrated as yellow streamlines. On the one
hand yellow streamlines penetrate from the nozzle into the flu-
idised particle bed. On the other hand non-collided, oversprayed
droplets can be observed in the freeboard domain. The ratio of
overspray is changing over time and depends on gas bubble erup-
tion in the freeboard which is in direct interference with the nozzle
gas flow.
Not every droplet can deposit on the particle surface. Particu-
larly for the top-spray configuration, where the nozzle gas flow is
in counter-current to the fluidisation gas flow, droplets can be car-
ried along with the fluidisation gas flow and had been discharged
before a collision event could take place. The ratio of overspray
determines the effectiveness of granulation. The loss of droplets
reduces the particle growth with influence on the growth kinetics.
From the discrete droplet simulation the ratio of overspray from
the droplet existence time can be obtained. Those analyses were
impossible in the previous experimental investigation.

Fig. 12 shows the cumulative distribution of the droplet existing
time. After 0.1 s it can be concluded from the horizontal segment of
distribution function that a droplet is discharged with very low
probability of any further collision event. Droplets with 0.1 s exist-
ing time and more have already turned around their flow direction
and move upwards through the upper freeboard domain. The time
stamp has been identified as characteristic measure for the deter-
mination of the droplet existing time to compare overspray ratios.
The ratio of overspray has been obtained with 4.49%, i.e. 95.51% of
the droplets successfully collide with particles. The mean droplet
existence time is 0.0026 s. In order to emphasise the impact of
overspray in dependence on the process conditions a second sim-
ulation case has been set up. Besides the 100.000 particles a
reduced number of 72.000 particles has been simulated, increasing
the gap between the spray nozzle and the particle bed. As a conse-
quence, more droplets are redirected and the ratio of overspray
increases up to 23.4% at a mean droplet existence time of 0.0051 s.

Having a closer look at the spray zone domain, where the
droplet-particle collisions take place, the wetting procedure can
be described in differentiated manner. Fig. 13 shows a vertical
cut through the spray zone sub-geometry at different time steps.
The particle colour is here according to the number of successful
particle-droplet collisions and therewith a measure of the moisture
content. From the observation of particle-droplet collisions in the
spray zone as well as from the previously discussed particle cross-
ing length distribution three different types of particle wetting
procedures can be derived:

� Single particle wetting: Widely distributed particles with high
translational and rotational velocities are in intensive contact
with sprayed droplets. A very high wetting degree, up to the
wetting of the entire surface is achieved. These particles typi-



Table 5
Evaluation of simulation accuracy of mean particle residence time and mean solid volume fraction in the spray zone in comparison with the experimental results obtained in
Börner et al. (2014).

Fl. velocity Param. Sim. Exp. Diff.

u = 2 � umf sa 0.0524 s 0.0412 s 21.4%
a 8:9 � 10�4 1:02 � 10�3 14.6%

u = 3 � umf sa 0.0404 s 0.0323 s 20.1%
a 8 � 10�4 9:69 � 10�4 22.1%

Fig. 13. Particle wetting in the extracted spray zone compartment for different particle distributions at different simulation times. The spray nozzle is located in top of the
spray zone.
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cally enter the spray zone from the top and cross until the bot-
tom end. High nozzle mass flow rates, fluidisation velocities and
bed masses increase the ratio of single particle wetting.

� Bed surface wetting: On average this area appears in the centre
of the spray zone. Particles have low rotations speeds at high
solid volume fractions. A unilateral and one-sided wetting of
particles occurs. The upper layers of the dense crossing particle
bed will be wetted in this way.

� Sporadic and selective particle wetting: Single particle-
droplet collision occurs with partial wetting. Those are usually
particles in the bottom area of spray zone. Only a few droplets
can reach these domains during bubble eruption or low solid
volume fraction in the spray zone.

On the right side of Fig. 13 the different particle entries into the
spray zone are outlined. Particles entering at the top will experi-
ence single particle wetting. Sideways entering particles will either
result in bed surface wetting or selective wetting. The wetted par-
ticles returned in the drying zone will exhibit a different agglomer-
ation tendency according to the obtained moisture content in the
spray zone. The likelihood of successful bridging and agglomerate
formation with other particles increases with the amount of wet-
ted surface area. Particle with high wetting degree have the ability
to coalescence to several particles, whereas particles with low wet-
ting degree have a reduced agglomeration tendency. The amount
of particle wetting will thus have an influence on particle growth
kinetics.

In order to compare the obtained results of the simulations,
Table 5 shows the mean particle residence time and solid volume
fraction in the spray zone of the simulations compared to the pre-
vious experimental outcomes (Börner et al., 2014). It can be seen
that the mean particle residence times and the mean solid volume
fraction deviate from 15% to 22%. This is in an acceptable range for
the applied simulation approaches based on similarity models and
confirms the applicability of scaling approach. Such deviations are
in tolerance compared to the extreme time savings achieved by the
scaling. Furthermore, particle residence times in the spray zone
have been obtained by other authors as well. For instance Fries
et al. (2011) obtained mean particle residence times (in a smaller
apparatus and for higher fluidisation velocities) in an assumed
spray zone geometry of sa ¼ 0:0245 s, being in a similar range like
values obtained from the current DEM-CFD studies and previously
reported experimental results.
4. Conclusions

Particle and droplet motions in a top-spray fluidised bed have
been investigated by DEM-CFD simulations having applied a simi-
larity model. The similarity model resulted in a reduction of parti-
cle number and necessary simulation time while successfully
maintaining the characteristics of fluid flow and particle-fluid
interaction. The validity of the similarity model has been proven
for a flat fluidised bed. The particle number in a cylindrical lab-
scale fluidised bed has been reduced. Reasonable computation
times have been achieved to simulate this large-scale multi-
phase system. A two-compartment approach has been applied,
dividing the fluidised bed into a spray and drying zone. Particle
residence time distributions and particle crossing length distribu-
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tions in the spray zone as well as droplet existing times have been
obtained for the three-phase flow. Within the spray zone not all
particles behave in the same way. Distributed residence times
and particle crossing length cause different particle wetting proce-
dures that may influence the agglomeration tendency of particles
and thus the particle growth behaviour. In the determination of
particle growth in the spray zone, the distributive behaviour needs
to be accounted for a more precise description. Today, only mean
residence times have been accounted in compartment models
not considering the distribution influence on the particle growth
kinetics. Overspray ratios have been determined by closer exami-
nation of discrete droplets. The process conditions influence the
ratio of overspray and are decisive for the efficiency of the overall
process.
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